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Abstract—Push notification of cellular is one of the important features in de-
livery of information from a mobile application. The push notification feature is 
provided by firebase cloud messaging in sending notification messages to android 
devices. The application of push notification on the network for business incuba-
tor tenant selection can help improve the process and quality of information dis-
tribution in building communication networks and information for startups. This 
activity is one of the business incubators activities in looking for startups poten-
tion and technology products that are deserve to be selected as potential tenants 
and partners. 
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1 Introduction 

In today’s digital economy, the government should strive to leverage micro and 
small businesses by developing suitable policies strategically [18][19][22]. The product 
need innovation to grow, and business incubator development is an option to help grow 
innovations and survive in the era of global innovation. Business incubators regulate 
the incubation process to add the value of incubated products from the technology-
based companies to increase the chance of success.  

Tenant is a prospective technology-based startup company that is prepared by incu-
bation process to increase the value in facing global business competition. In relation 
to creating a technology-based startup company, prospective tenants who are prepared 
to be able to participate in incubation must have the appropriate specifications. One of 
the ways to get this success is from how the incubator captures business startups through 
the selection of prospective tenants. 

Selection of prospective tenants is one of the activities at the pre-incubation stage, 
where business incubators seek the startup potential for prospective tenants. Technol-
ogy products that deserve to be selected become potential tenants that can be used as 
tenants incubation support. This becomes a strong reason how important to build a good 
communication and information network for business startups who are consumers of 
incubators. 
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In the today’s era of technology, information needs to be used as effectively and 
efficiently as possible [20]. These needs can be fulfilled by utilizing several Android 
features. With fulfillment of information, it will be easier to do activities and help hu-
man life. 

Smartphones user that increase in line with the development of the features, so mo-
bile-based applications are more interactive than websites or other media [21]. One of 
the Android features in question is push notification. Almost all smartphone applica-
tions use this feature. The push notification feature is one of the information technology 
solution that has the potential to improve the process and quality of information distri-
bution. 

The implementation of the push notification on an Android-based app for tenant 
business incubator selection is expected to be able to improve the process and quality 
of information distribution to prospective tenants. So that tenant candidates can always 
follow the activities development that must be followed until the tenant selection and 
subsequent incubation assistance. 

Mobile push notification is an important feature of mobile application and has been 
widely applied due to the offered mobile computing services [9]. There are various 
technologies that can be used to develop a notification service, Push notification can be 
delivered by various methods including standardized protocols (e.g. Server-Sent Events 
[SSE], the GSM Short Message Service [GSM-SMS], SIPMESSAGE [RFC3428], or 
OMA Push [OMA-PUSH]), or via browser-specific methods [9]. A significant feature 
of mobile push services is the real-time notifications to subscribers based on current 
contexts such as identity, location, status as well as emotions. [10]. 

Google has begun to migrate its GCM (Google Cloud Messaging) to FCM (Firebase 
Cloud Messaging) to send message notifications both on the Android platform, or be-
tween platforms such as IOS and Chrome. Since Firebase is cross platform therefore 
allows features of the Firebase circuit deployable in Android, iOS, and the mobile web. 

Firebase is a technology that allows us to make web applications with no server-side 
programming so that development turns out to be easier and quicker. A single Firebase 
node offers up to 100 connections per second in its free edition. The paid version offers 
hosting and custom domains for over 3000 INR [5]. Developers can allow Firebase to 
carry out every necessary step such as verifying users, storing data, and implementing 
access rules [6]. Firebase stores data in NoSQL and stores data in the form of a paired 
key [5]. Firebase also allows developers to use Firebase Cloud Messaging feature. Main 
Capabilities using Firebase Cloud Messaging [3]: 

• Send notification messages or data messages 
• Versatile message targeting 
• Send messages from client app 

Firebase provides up to 10 Gigabytes of data transfer throughout your database with 
an additional 1 Gigabyte as a storage option [5] 

Firebase is a cloud-based back-end as a service (BaaS) technology from Google that 
provides various services, one of which is a push notification feature called firebase 
cloud messaging. Firebase cloud messaging is a development of Google cloud 
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messaging that provides services so that developers can send approved messages to an 
Android device from the server [2]. 

FCM implementation includes two main components for sending and receiving mes-
sages: 

• Trusted environments such as Cloud Functions for Firebase or application servers 
that will be used to create, target, and send messages 

• IOS, Android or Web (JavaScript) client application that receives the message [1] 

 
Fig. 1.  Firebase cloud messaging Architecture [1] 

2 Methodology 

Systems Development Life Cycle (SDLC) is a process to understand how infor-
mation systems can support business needs through the design of a system. SDLC con-
sists of four fundamental stages, namely planning (planning stage), analysis (analysis 
stage), design (planning stage), and implementation (implementation phase) [7]. One 
of the SDLC methodologies most often used in developing a system is the prototyping 
methodology.  

In the prototyping methodology, the analysis, design, and implementation stages are 
carried out repeatedly (iterative process) to produce a complete system. After conduct-
ing initial analysis and design, the system implementation is carried out and produces 
a prototype system. The system prototype will then be trialed by the user to get feedback 
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and be an evaluation material to form a more recent prototype in the next iteration pro-
cess. This process continues until analysts, users, and sponsors agree to the resulting 
prototype [7]. 

Prototyping is the initial example of a concept as part of the product development 
process. Prototypes represent many goals both from business and technical perspectives. 
The business prototype is used to collect detailed customer feedback on issues such as 
aesthetics, ergonomics, and themes, as well as for marketing research and cost analysis. 
Prototyping is used by engineers to provide manufacturing and assembly data, to inves-
tigate system integration problems and to develop analysis and testing strategies. In some 
cases, prototyping is also used in the phase generation concept of the design process to 
help designers either expand or contract a collection of possible concepts. So that proto-
types are an important part of most design processes. 

3 System Design 

Firebase Cloud Messaging has a messaging solution with many optional additions 
and new features. One of them is push notification. This platform can provide cloud 
messaging services accompanied by push notification without server in its architecture, 
and can send notifications from a Firebase console or a device, to another device. 

3.1 Authentication 

Authentication is process of validating the user’s identity. Users are identified using 
different authentication mechanisms. In a security system the authentication process 
checks the information provided by the user with the database. If the information 
matches with the database information, the user is granted access to the security sys-
tem.[12].  

Accountchooser.com is a project of the international non-profit OpenID Foundation, 
created to make it easier to sign in across the Internet. Entries are stored directly on 
your device and nowhere else [13].  

When a user begins the login flow, the website can opt to redirect to Ac-
countChooser.com, which displays the list of previously used accounts. Once the user 
selects an account, it is passed along to the website so that it can initiate the login. 
Google Identity Toolkit automatically integrates with AccountChooser.com to provide 
a great user login experience, even on the mobile web [13]. 
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Fig. 2. Architecture authentification [13] 

3.2 Push messaging 

The servlets respond to new user-event logs and process the log data. The servlets 
use transactions to ensure that only one servlet handles each user-event log [15]. 

  
Fig. 3. Architecture of Push Message [15] 
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Communication between the app and the servlet happens in three parts: 

• When a new user logs into Playchat, the app requests a logging servlet for that user 
by adding an entry under /inbox/ in the Firebase Real-time Database. 

• One of the servlets accepts the assignment by updating the value of the entry to its 
servlet identifier. The servlet uses a Firebase transaction to guarantee that it is the 
only servlet that can update the value. After the value is updated, all other servlets 
ignore the request 

• When the user logs in, logs out, or changes to a new channel, Playchat logs the action 
in /inbox/[SERVLET_ID]/[USER_ID]/, where [SERVLET_ID] is the identifier of 
the servlet instance and [USER_ID] is a hash value representing the user [15]. The 
hash function is a function that takes a string of variable-length message and returns 
a fixed length value called a hash value [17]. 

 
Fig. 4. Push messaging device to device [1] 

3.3 Real-time database 

The database in firebase is a cloud-based database and does not need SQL-based 
queries to store and fetch data. It is highly reliable thus even if connection is lost data 
is maintained [15]. 

The composition of the NoSQL database that will be built has the following archi-
tecture: 

Database Prostartup 

• +Profiles 
• +Evidence 
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• +Notification 
• +Todo 

Information: Table profile contains the identity of prospective tenants who are ap-
plication users. This table contains identities including: id user, email, username, photo. 

Table of evidence contains evidence of the prospective business development of ten-
ants, namely: evidence, title, description, image, id user.  

Table of assessment contains responses or ratings from the reviewer incubator. This 
table contains assessment, text assessment, id user. 

Table of notification contains notifications that will be received by prospective ten-
ants, the notification aims to remind tenants about information or activities that must 
be done. This table contains: identification, text notification, id user.  

4 Implementation 

Implementation is taken in two views, that is from the side of Android and Firebase. 
Implementation includes authentication, database and push notification execution. 

Application test is done by the black box method to observe the result of execution 
through test data and check the functionalities of the application. The test only evaluates 
the interface, functionality, input and output without knowing the detail process detail 
and source code in it.  

 
Fig. 5. Login page 
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Login and registration is started by authentication with accountchooser.com through 
the ownership of a Gmail or Facebook account. accountchooser.com make it easy to 
log in and register into the application. Login will enter automatically with a password 
request from the user’s Gmail or Facebook account. 

 
Fig. 6. Account chooser display 

The application will point to the main page of the application to access the next 
pages. The push notification display appears on the main page and profile page of the 
prospective tenant.  

 
Fig. 7. Cloud messaging screen display 
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Push notification is sent via cloud messaging, which the service provided by Fire-
base. The Firebase service allows application to be more powerful, safe, and easy to 
develop. 

 
Fig. 8. Notification screen display  

Push notification display appears on the main page and profile page of the prospec-
tive tenant. Push Notification will change if there is a new notification. 

 
Fig. 9. Push notification 
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Push notification will appear a while after being sent from firebase in the application 
background via the notification feature. Notification feature displays icon, label notifi-
cation and fill notification. 

 
Fig. 10.  NoSQL database display 

The database stores and synchronizes data between users and devices in a global 
scale using the NoSQL database. Firebase support services allow the database to run 
without a server. And the database is still running in real time as long as the application 
is connected to the internet.  

5 Conclusion 

The push notification service can support the delivery of information on the imple-
mentation of incubation to prospective tenants to increase effectiveness and efficiency. 

Communication of reviewers, assistants or facilitators with tenants is easier by send-
ing assessment directly to evidence. 

• The application still needs to be developed at the user level 
• Upload documents / evidence facilitates the track record of prospective tenants 
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